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Phi Gamma Virtual Chapter, Sigma Theta Tau International’s (Sigma’s) ONLY virtual chapter, was 
chartered and received its coat of arms on the10th day of June 2010. The primary goal of Phi Gamma 
Chapter is to advance the mission and vision of Sigma in making a difference worldwide through the 
creation of a virtual network of global nurse leaders. Phi Gamma Chapter members and leaders come 
from all around the world. 

Phi Gamma creates a diverse network of nursing professionals who are leaders in their fields that share 
the same interests across various disciplines. It aims to transcend the values of nursing and leadership 
excellence in the global arena through effective transfer of knowledge across practices. Established from 
the western side of the globe, Phi Gamma is now present in more than 30 countries with over 200 active 
members who are leaders in their respective fields. Truly, Phi Gamma dismantled the barriers of diversity 
and deciphered universal dialogue of improving health and wellness utilizing the cyberspace. 

Phi Gamma advocates global connection through effective collaboration of nursing leaders and with 
various nursing groups across the globe. With its worldwide presence, evidence-based practices captured 
locally are being reverberated to a broader scale. Phi Gamma does not only recruit leaders, it cultivates 
leadership potentials among members through opening opportunities to be engaged in chapter leadership 
roles and providing avenues to further enhance leadership qualities and traits essential in sustaining its 
ethos. 

Phi Gamma Chapter is engaged in a host of activities. The Chapter holds quarterly Inductions on the 10th 
of September, December, March and June. Educational webinars, most of which offer continuing 
education credit, are held regularly. Included among them is an electronic international poster session. 

The chapter engages in philanthropic activities. Sigma is working to support the UN global Sustainable 
Development Goals including Goal #6: to Ensure access to water and sanitation for all. Phi Gamma 
Chapter is supporting this goal by raising funds through the Phi Gamma [click WAVE Project: Water 
Access Virtually Ensured as a part of water.org. Phi Gamma takes part in the Sigma Theta Tau 
International Day of Philanthropy and the honor society’s Chapter Giving Circle. In addition, several 
members have been named Virginia Henderson, Sigma Theta Tau and/or Billye Brown Fellows in 
recognition of their contributions to the Sigma Theta Tau International Foundation. Phi Gamma Chapter 
also engages in global outreach to prospective members. Presentations have been made to nurses in 
Egypt and the Philippines. The opportunities to become involved in Phi Gamma Chapter and in Sigma 
Theta Tau International, to grow, collaborate and develop as leaders, and to contribute to the nursing 
profession are virtually endless. Phi Gamma Chapter members are active at all levels of the society…in 
the Chapter…regionally…and internationally. They include international committee members and chairs 
and the past and current International President. 

While some chapters may use virtual platforms, Phi Gamma is the nursing society’s ONLY virtual chapter. 
In part, its success is attributable to collaboration with educational institutions like Our Lady of Fatima 
University; other organizations including the Philippine Nursing Research Society and to the support of 
other chapters including Omicron Delta at the University of Phoenix and Lambda Sigma chapter from 



Indiana State University and those supported by Phi Gamma such as Psi Upsilon Chapter from Western 
Governors University. 

In 2013, during the 42nd Sigma Theta Tau International biennial convention, Phi Gamma Chapter 
received the Chapter Global Community Building Award. This award recognized Phi Gamma Chapter for 
having excelled in fostering a global community of nurses using learning, knowledge and professional 
development to improve the health of the world’s people. In BOTH 2015 and 2017, during the Sigma 
biennial conventions, Phi Gamma Chapter earned the Chapter Key Award for excelling in chapter-related 
activities such as: 

• Membership recruitment and retention 

• Publicity and programming 

• Professional and leadership development; and 

• Local, national, and international collaboration. 

And, in 2017, Phi Gamma Chapter received recognition through the Showcase of Regional Excellence for 
the Chapter’s efforts to fulfill the 2015 ~ 2017 presidential call to action which asked members to 
Influence to Advance Global Health and Nursing through advocacy, policy, lifelong learning, and 
philanthropy. 

Phi Gamma Virtual Chapter continues its mission to sustain virtual initiatives towards global 
development. To achieve this, members are kept involved in relevant conversations crucial in fulfilling its 
advocacies through virtual campaigns, continuing education, and physical presence in regional and 
international conferences. 
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Abstract Summary: 
Phi Gamma Virtual Chapter has created a global network of nurse leaders in their fields. Phi Gamma: 
CONNECTS ~ keeping members involved virtually with continuing education, and physically at 
international conferences; COLLABORATES ~ advocating global connection through effective 
collaboration; and, CATALYZES ~ cultivating opportunities for engagement in chapter leadership roles. 
 
Content Outline: 
Introduction 

Phi Gamma Virtual Chapter, Sigma Theta Tau International’s (Sigma’s) ONLY virtual chapter, was 
chartered and received its coat of arms on the10th day of June 2010. The primary goal of Phi Gamma 
Chapter is to advance the mission and vision of Sigma in making a difference worldwide through the 
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creation of a virtual network of global nurse leaders.  Phi Gamma Chapter members and leaders come 
from all around the world. 

  

Content 

Phi Gamma Virtual Chapter: 

• creates a diverse network of nursing professionals who are leaders in their fields that share the 
same interests across various disciplines. 

• advocates global connection through effective collaboration of nursing leaders and with various 
nursing groups across the globe. 

• is engaged in a host of activities. 

• is the nursing society’s ONLY virtual chapter. 

• has been recognized by Sigma for its activities over the years. 

  

Conclusion 

Phi Gamma Virtual Chapter continues its mission to sustain virtual initiatives towards global 
development by keeping members involved through virtual campaigns, continuing education, and 
physical presence in regional and international conferences. 
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Professional Experience: Jandryle Trondillo, RN, PhD, CNN, FISQua is development research scholar 
who just ventured a new role in the bedside as Adult Nurse in United Kingdom after serving as Diagnostic 
Laboratory Consultant in a multinational in vitro diagnostics company and adjunct professor of human 
anatomy and health economics in a university. Being one of the youngest PhD graduates in his batch, 
Jandryle still craves for further growth through continuing education while at the same time doing his first 
love and passion - nursing. He has the dedication to contribute to the body of knowledge, generate 
evidence-based output through research, and improve his existing knowledge and skills through life-long 
learning. He contributed a number of papers in the international community as an author and been 
actively involved in improving the quality of research output as peer reviewer in a number of international 
publications and locally.  
Author Summary: Jandryle Trondillo, RN, PhD, CNN, FISQua is a professional practicing as adult nurse 
in Caring Homes Group with a background in Development Research and academe as adjunct professor 
of human anatomy and health economics. He is active to his professional groups, research, and 
continuing education. 
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Professional Experience: Jeanne Widener, PhD, RN, CNE is the current President of Phi Gamma 
Virtual Chapter and member of Psi Upsilon. She previously served Phi Gamma Chapter as Chapter 
Delegate to the 2017 Biennial Convention, President-elect, Professional Development Mentor and 
Leadership Succession Chair. Dr. Widener was inducted into Theta Nu Chapter at Eastern Kentucky 
University. She has been an active member in other local chapters and on a Regional committee in the 
past. Dr. Widener is currently Course Faculty at Western Governors University, online. Previously, she 
has been tenured full-time faculty at Marshall University and Eastern Kentucky University. She 
maintained her clinical skills in the intensive care unit and CCRN certification for 35 years, before 
becoming Alumnus CCRN. Dr. Widener serves on the editorial board for the Journal of Vascular Nursing 
and on the Society for Vascular Nursing Practice and Research board.  
Author Summary: Jeanne Widener, PhD, RN, CNE has held a variety of leadership roles in Phi Gamma 
(Virtual) Chapter, other chapters and at the regional level. She has held tenured teaching positions and 
worked at the bedside in critical care areas. She is a member of the editorial board for the Journal of 
Vascular Nursing. Jeanne is an author and presenter (local, regional, & international conferences). 
Jeanne is active in her church and community. 
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Professional Experience: Rita Munley Gallagher, PhD, RN, a Sigma Virginia Henderson and Billye 
Brown Fellow, serves on the Sigma International Nurse Leader Review and Heritage Society Fellows 
Committees and Charter Review Task Force, as Phi Gamma Chapter President~Elect and Governance 
Committee Chair. She served as Phi Gamma Chapter Delegate to the last three Sigma Biennial 
Conventions. Dr. Gallagher was inducted into Lambda Chapter at Wayne State University and was 
charter President of Theta Psi Chapter at Oakland University. She chairs the American Nurses 
Association’s (ANA’s) Professional Policy Committee and is Individual Member Division (IMD) Executive 
Committee Member-at-Large and Representative to ANA’s Membership Assembly. Dr. Gallagher serves 
as Interim Treasurer of the PHN Section of APHA; is a member of APHA’s Governing Council and 
Committee on Bylaws. Gallagher has nursing education experience in the Oakland University School of 
Nursing and as Director of the School of Nursing at Dominican College of San Rafael.  
Author Summary: Rita Munley Gallagher, PhD, RN is Phi Gamma Virtual Chapter President~Elect and 
Governance Committee Chair. A Sigma Theta Tau International (Sigma) Virginia Henderson and Billye 
Brown Fellow, she serves on the Sigma International Nurse Leader Review Committee, Charter Review 
Task Force and Heritage Society Fellows Committee. Dr. Gallagher was inducted into Lambda Chapter, 
was elected charter President of Theta Psi Chapter and served as Phi Gamma Chapter Delegate to the 
last three Sigma Biennial Conventions. 

 


